Mapping of thyroglobulin epitopes: presentation of a 9mer pathogenic peptide by different mouse MHC class II isotypes.
We have previously reported that the 17mer thyroglobulin (Tg) peptide TgP1 (a.a. 2495-2511) induces experimental autoimmune thyroiditis (EAT) in H-2k mice, a process requiring expression of Ek genes, and in H-2s mice that lack functional E molecules. To test whether this apparent discrepancy was due to recognition of distinct TgP1 determinants in each strain, we mapped in this study minimal T-cell epitopes within TgP1 and examined their pathogenicity in C3H (H-2k) or SJL (H-2s) mice. Truncation analysis using TgP1-specific, CD4+ hybridomas from C3H mice identified two overlapping determinants, (2496-2504) and (2499-2507), that were restricted by the Ek and Ak molecules, respectively. Subsequent challenge of C3H and SJL mice with these 9mer peptides revealed that the Ek-restricted (2496-2504) determinant elicited EAT and specific proliferative LNC responses in both strains, suggesting recognition in the context of As, since this is the only class II molecule expressed in SJL mice. This was further confirmed by blocking of the proliferative LNC response by an As-specific monoclonal antibody. In contrast, the Ak-restricted (2499-2507) determinant induced weak EAT and no proliferative LNC responses in either strain. These data 1) delineate the 9mer (2496-2504) peptide as a minimal Tg T-cell epitope with direct pathogenic potential in mice and 2) highlight the use of nonisotypic MHC class II molecules for the presentation of this peptide in mice of different H-2 haplotypes. T-cell level. Despite its nondominant nature, TgP1 induces experimental autoimmune thyroiditis (EAT) with a genetic pattern similar to that obtained with intact Tg, and elicits strong specific T-cell responses as well as IgG responses that cross-react with Tgs from different species (Chronopoulou et al. 1992). For these reasons, TgP1-mediated EAT provides an excellent model for studying the immunoregulatory mechanisms leading to mononuclear infiltration of the thyroid and hypothyroidism--the main symptoms of Hashimoto's disease in humans (Weetman 1992). Earlier work (Chronopoulou et al. 1993) has demonstrated that Ek expression is a necessary but not sufficient requirement for EAT induction with TgP1 and suggested involvement of the Kk and/or Ak loci in the disease process. In apparent contrast to these findings, however, SJL mice that lack H-2E molecules were found to be EAT-susceptible after TgP1 challenge (Chronopoulou et al. 1992).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)